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Magnetic hard disk drive (HDD) technology is believed to be one of the most successful examples of modern mechatronics systems. The mechanical beauty of magnetic HDD includes simple but super high accuracy positioning head positioning technology, high speed and stability spindle motor technology, and head-disk interface technology which keeps the millimeter sized slider flying over a disk surface at nanometer level slider-disk spacing. This paper addresses the challenges and possible approaches on how to further reduce the slider disk spacing whilst retaining the stability and robustness level of head-disk systems for future advanced magnetic disk drives.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic data storage technology, integrated circuit technology, and network technology are referred to as the 3 pillars for the infrastructure of the modern information technology. Also, information collection, information transferring and information storage are named as the 3 key aspects of our information age. Among them, information storage is of accumulation effect: people would like to store as much information collected/received as possible.

The technology representative of modern magnetic data storage devices and systems is the magnetic hard disk drive (HDD). Magnetic HDD includes a data storage disk which is mounted on a high speed spindle motor, a read-write head which is carried by a slider-suspension system and flies over the disk surface at extremely small head-disk spacing, head positioning actuator and its servo electronics, and signal processing systems.

The magnetic HDD technology is one of the most successful nano-technology according to its technology level and market size. Mechanically, the head-disk spacing is at nanometer range (7~10 nm) now and the intermolecular interactions between slider and disk surface is becoming a big challenge in designing a stable and robust head-disk systems. Magnetically, the magnetic disk and head technology has reached such a level that nano-spin and electronics motion must be considered in both head and magnetic disk designs.

The magnetic HDD technology is one of the most successful mechatronics systems as well.

The functional performance of magnetic HDD is largely measured by achievable areal density over disk surface (Giga-bits per square inch). The latest achievement in areal density is 100 Gbit/in² in production and 160 Gb/in² at lab level. Researchers are pushing technology innovation and development in all aspects so as to keep an annual areal density increase rate at 35~45%.

This paper discusses challenges on head-disk interface technology and the possible solutions. The key parameter for head-disk interface is the average head-disk spacing and the stability of head disk spacing. Researchers are exploring technology solutions so as to moving the head-disk spacing from current level of 7~10 nm to merely 2.5~3.5 nm level or even contact recording.

2. Challenges and Technical Approaches

The areal density of present high end disk drives is around 100 Gbit/in². Great efforts are being made to push technology towards 1000 Gbit/in² or 1 Tbit/in² (tera-bit per square inch) areal densities.

The suggested key parameters for 1 Tb/in² recording include a track density of 350~500 ktpi (kilo tracks per inch), bit density of 2200~2800 kbp (kilo bits per inch), grain diameter of 4.5~6 nm, and merely 5.5~6.5 nm spacing between the read/write head and the recording media (head-media spacing) [1]. Here, 5.5~6.5 nm magnetic spacing includes the following components: a mechanical head-disk spacing (the flying height) of 2.5~3.5 nm, media protective layer thickness of 1~1.5 nm, slider overcoat thickness of 1 nm, and a lubricant thickness of 1 nm. The recent success in the demonstration of 3.5 nm flying height slider technology [2] leads the researchers to position the next flying height target at 2.5 nm or
contact recording, aiming to accelerate the realization of Tb/in² areal densities.

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the prediction of parameters for achieving 2.5 nm mechanical spacing between head and disk surface. The parameters listed seem very difficult to achieve according to present practice of head-disk interface technology.

A) Surface Roughness and Slider Materials

It can be seen that achieving super-smooth slider and disk surface are of great importance for such a head disk system. Current sliders are of a Ra value of 0.6 nm or above which is quite away from the expected 0.2 nm. Furthermore, the current Al₂O₃:Tic slider substrate composes of two types of grains: Al₂O₃ and Tic. Such two grains are of size at micron level and of different hardness and etching rate. It is not easy to polish them to the same height. In other words, it is not easy to significantly reduce the slider Ra value if Al₂O₃:Tic is still being used as slider substrate.

Therefore, we need to explore new slider materials with achievable Ra value of 0.2–0.25 nm, reasonable high electrical conductivity and high thermal conductivity.

B) Disk surface roughness

Disk surface roughness plays significant role when technology moves towards 3.5–2.5 nm mechanical spacing. Disk surface roughness comes from two aspects: intrinsic roughness which is the surface roughness of disk substrate (Al alloy or glass) and final surface roughness which is from the combined effect of intrinsic surface roughness and additional surface roughness caused by the deposition of thin-films (magnetic recording layer, intermediate layer, seed layer, and soft magnetic layer) for achieving good magnetic properties and recording performance of the disk media and.

Magnetic recording technology is shifting from longitudinal magnetic recording scheme to perpendicular magnetic recording scheme. One significant difference between the two systems is that the total thickness of the magnetic recording related layers is significantly thicker in perpendicular magnetic recording case, comparing to that in the longitudinal magnetic recording case. In general, the thicker the sputtered layers, the greater the surface roughness increase.

For example, the intrinsic surface roughness of disk substrate can be 0.14 nm. A layer of 46 nm thick soft magnetic underlayer will increase the surface roughness to 0.23 nm, or an additional Ra increase of 0.09 nm. A further 46nm increase of the thickness of the same soft magnetic layer will further increase the Ra value to 0.27 nm or 0.04 nm further increase of surface roughness (AFM measurement over 5um x 5um sized surface area).

The predicted disk Ra is only 0.15 nm. Therefore, it is important to have glass substrate which is of small intrinsic surface roughness value. It is also important to improve the atomic level matching between different layers of materials. In fact, the different roughness increment between the first 46 nm thin-film thickness and the 2nd 46 nm thin film thickness indicate that material to material interface plays an important role in roughness change. Furthermore, it is preferred to make the thickness of the whole magnetic related layers as thin as possible,
especially the soft magnetic underlayers and the intermediate layers between magnetic recording layer and the soft magnetic underlayer.

C) Altitude induced flying height drop

Disk drives need to work from sea level environment to mountain areas with altitude as high as 3000-4000 m. Increased altitude also means reduced air molecule density and air pressure. As illustrated in Fig. 2, dropped air pressure will lead to the drop of both positive pressure (bearing force and negative pressure (socking force). In general, the net variation of positive force is larger than that of the negative force, if we could keep slider attitude fixed and evaluate the air bearing forces acting on slider body. As a result, the flying height of slider will be reduced.

For most sliders, an altitude increase from sea level to 3000 m will lead to a flying height drop of 20% around. However, the suggested budget for flying height loss caused by such altitude variation is 0.2 nm or only 8% of the nominal flying height. Therefore, it is important to come up with new schemes for air bearing force arrangement.

Fig. 2 illustrates two sliders designed by author's team to work at 2.7 nm flying height. The sliders are of comparable pad layout. However, the force arrangement strategy for the two types of sliders is different. Results suggest that the force arrangement for type (b) slider corresponds to a halved flying height drop when altitude increases from 0 m to 3000 m, comparing with the type (a) slider.

D) Slider's Nano-Deformation, Disk Surface Waviness and Flying Height Modulation

Authors and other researchers reported that writing induced Joule heat will cause nano-deformation of slider body and reduced head disk spacing. Furthermore, disk is of surface waviness which will cause modulation of head-disk spacing as well.

Such nano-deformation and surface waviness can lead to a flying height drop up to 1-2 nm though the predicted budget for those effects is merely 0.3 nm.

Thus, it is important to come up with proper schemes so as to significantly reduce the flying height modulation caused by such effects. The Panda II slider, proposed by author's team is illustrated in Fig. 4. As can be seen, the sub-shallow step concept introduced in Panda II slider leads to improved dynamic response of the slider and halved flying height modulation as well. Other than that, improved force arrangement in Panda III slider of the author's team further reduces the flying

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3D disk topography</th>
<th>3D FHM</th>
<th>$m = \frac{F_{peak}}{F_{disk}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panda II step</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panda II</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panda III</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Reduction of flying height modulation
height modulation, as can be seen from the table listed in Fig. 4.

E) **High Air Pressure and High Stiffness at Trailing Edge of Slider Body**

The author and his team noticed that increasing the concentration of air-pressure around read-write element will be of advantage to increased air-bearing stiffness, reduced sensitivity of flying height to disk waviness, reduced effect of Joule head induced slider deformation to flying height and increased heat transferring between read/write head and disk surface.

For conventional sliders, the maximum air pressure at slider's trailing edge is around 10 times of ambient pressure. With the proposed sub-shallow step concept, as illustrated in Fig. 5, the air pressure can be largely concentrated to the small sub-shallow step pad and can achieve a maximum air pressure 18 times the ambient pressure (same gram load of 0.8 g). Optimized shallow step slider in author's team can achieve very highly concentrated air pressure and a maximum air-pressure up to 70 times of the ambient pressure, with same suspension as used by others.

**Fig. 5 Dual shallow step arrangement**

**Fig. 6 Fabricated 2.7 nm FH slider under optical flying height tester**
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